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Yun chujiu shrunk her neck. “Am I not speaking now? Why are you in such a hurry? If you weren’t so 

hot-tempered, we wouldn’t have ended up like this, would we?” 

 

Elder Jing finally suppressed the urge to kill someone and roared, “Speak, speak quickly! Don’t talk 

nonsense!” 

 

“Alright, just speak!”! “It’s like this. When I was strolling around, I discovered that the spirit fruits in the 

Shuangyang Peak Dharma Hall had ripened. I thought that it would be a waste if I didn’t pick the fruits, 

so I planned to give them to the sect master, the peak masters, and the elders to have a taste.” 

 

Elder Jing almost puked out of anger! This little girl was really too shameless! She even gave them to the 

sect master? To the peak master? Pui! She was clearly craving for them! 

 

Master Baili and the others naturally knew that Yun Chujiu was lying, but no one exposed her. They just 

listened to her continue. 

 

“I just picked a few, and the class of the Hall of teaching ended. As you all know, elder Jing and I weren’t 

too happy about the entrance exam, so elder Jing ignored me and left. 

 

“Unexpectedly, one of elder Jing’s disciples, Wu Shan, scolded me out of boredom. It was nothing more 

than derogatory remarks about me being a handyman or something, and he even tried to extort my 

spirit stones. “As you all know, I’m willing to sacrifice my life and money, so of course I won’t give it to 

him.” 

 

The corners of everyone’s eyes twitched. This guy was still self-aware. He was indeed willing to sacrifice 

his life and money. 

 



Yun chujiu continued, “When that Wu Shan saw that I didn’t give in, he instigated the rest of the people 

to gang up on me! I’m so weak. If they gang up on me, wouldn’t I Be Dead? So I struck first to gain the 

upper hand. Cough, cough, I beat that Wu Shan up.” 

 

The corners of everyone’s eyes twitched again. Those disciples weren’t stupid. How could they risk being 

punished to gang up on you? You were the one who would seek revenge for the smallest grievance. 

 

“Originally, that Wu Shan had already admitted his mistake after being influenced by me. I didn’t expect 

elder Jing to appear. He scolded me without even asking the truth. 

 

I couldn’t hold back my little temper at that time. I pointed out that I couldn’t teach him the laziness of a 

strict teacher. If Wu Shan made a mistake, he would also bear the blame. 

 

“I didn’t expect him to be so angry out of humiliation that he injured Wu Shan with his coercion. I saw 

that he was so ruthless. If I didn’t run, wouldn’t I be waiting for death? “So I ran, and he chased after 

me. That was the whole process!”Yun chujiu spread out her hands after saying that, indicating that she 

was very innocent. 

 

Mountain master he asked in puzzlement, “Then why did everyone say that elder Jing pursued a female 

disciple and killed her to silence her? In the end, you caught him, so he wanted to kill you?” 

 

Yun chujiu shook her head in confusion. “Heaven and earth have a conscience. I only said that elder Jing 

did something indescribable. I was referring to him using his aura to injure Wu Shan. I didn’t say 

anything about a female disciple.” 

 

Indescribable Things? 

 

The corners of everyone’s eyes twitched violently again. You said it ambiguously, so naturally, it would 

make people think that this little girl was too much of a troublemaker and was crafty and cunning. No 

wonder elder Jing was so angry that he really needed to be taught a lesson. 

 



Elder Yuwen glared fiercely at Yun Chujiu. “Nonsense!”! The teaching hall was originally a place for inner 

sect disciples to listen to the law. What would a handyman like you do there? “Moreover, the spiritual 

fruits there are picked by specialists. How can they be picked casually? “You actually injured an inner 

sect disciple and provoked an inner sect elder. It’s an unpardonable crime!” 

 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes. “You taught me a lesson. I know my mistake! “However, if elder Jing told 

me properly, I would naturally know my mistake. Who asked him to scold me when he came up? He 

even planned to kill me with his coercion. I think he will seek revenge for the smallest grievance.” 

 


